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Ifternet Gambling and the Banlng Industry: An Unsure Bet
In 1998, Providian National Bank filed suit against Cynthia
Haines, a California resident, in an attempt to recover some of the
nearly $70,000 in credit card gambling debt that Haines had
accumulated via the Internet.' Haines filed a countersuit against
Providian and twelve other credit card companies and banks 2
claiming that all thirteen companies were "engaging in unfair
business practices and aiding and abetting a crime by giving online
wager houses merchant accounts to process bets for customers
who live where the activity is outlawed."'  Haines claimed that
Internet gambling was thought to be illegal and that California had
a recognized policy against judicially enforcing gambling debts and
thus she should not be required to pay the debts.4 Both
MasterCard and Visa agreed to settle the suit and Ms. Haines did
not have to pay back her debts.'
The allegations made in Providian National Batik v. Haines
warrant concern from the banking industry.' The Internet
gambling industry is extremely profitable for some banks and
credit card companies.7 The uncertain legality of on-line gambling
1. David I. Gold, Comment, Internet Gambling Debt Liability: Troubles Alead?
A Consideration of Providian v. Haines, 22 THC.IAS JEFFERS)N L. REV. 219. 232
(2000) (citing Providian National Bank v. Haines, No. CV 90358 (Cal. Super. Ct.
filed July 23,1998) (unpublished)).
2. Haines filed a counterclaim against VISA, MasterCard, Capital One, Chase
Manhattan Bank USA, Direct Merchants Credit Card Bank, First Card, First Union
Direct Bank, First USA Bank, MBNA, NationsBank of Delavare, People's Bank,
and Wells Fargo Bank. A Settled Suit Leads to Changes in MasterCards Online
Gambling Rules, AM. BANKER-BOND BUYER, July 15, 2000, at 6, LEXIS, Nevs
Library, ABBB File.
3. Gold, supra note 1, at 232 (citing Providian, No. CV 90SS).
4. Id. at 233.
5. Courtney Macavinta, Visa Affiliates Clear Online Gambling Debt, CNET
NEWS.COM, Oct. 14, 1999, available at http:Inev'.s.com.coni2100-1040-231449.
html?legacy=cnet (last visited Feb. 23, 2002). Haines' debts were to be repaid by the
online gambling sites. Id
6. Gold, supra note 1, at 234.
7. See infra notes 168-73 and accompanying text (describing the credit card
relationship present in an Internet gambling transaction). Internet gambling
generated $112 million in fee revenues in 200.. This number was formulated using
the revenue of Internet gambling in 2000 ($1.6 billion) and a 7% average fee that is
paid to most merchant banks and credit card companies for gross revenue charged.
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transactions, along with the possibility that a bank or credit card
company will not be able to recover gambling debts, and the
strong chance that the federal government will attempt to ban
Internet gambling in the very near future, suggests that those
banks and credit card companies that have not already done so
should take a hard look at their policies.
Part I of this Note will briefly examine the Internet
gambling industry, including its current status and its revenue.8
Part II will examine the legality of Internet gambling, at both the
state and federal level, and will also focus on past and pending
federal legislation in the area.9 Part III will examine the financial
impact of Internet gambling for banks and credit card companies,
including profitability estimates, possible losses to banks and credit
card companies in terms of bankruptcy and other claims, and
pending federal legislation regarding Internet gambling that will
affect the banking and credit card industries. ° Part IV will discuss
the policies of certain banks and credit card companies in regard to
Internet gambling. 1
I. CURRENT LOOK AT ONLINE GAMBLING
An estimated four and a half million Americans have
gambled online. 2 As of June 2001, there were more than 1,400
reported gambling web sites, nearly double the reported number
in 1999."3 Investment bank Bear Stearns reported in March of
2001 that Internet gambling generated $1.6 billion in revenue in
2000, with expected revenue approaching $5 billion per year by
2003.14 An estimated ninety to ninety-five percent of all funds
See infra note 22. There would also be a substantial amount of interest income from
credit card charges to issuing banks, though there is no way of knowing exactly how
much revenue was produced from interest income on credit charges.
8. See infra notes 12-26 and accompanying text.
9. See infra notes 27-84 and accompanying text.
10. See infra notes 85-166 and accompanying text.
11. See infra notes 167-203 and accompanying text.
12. Burney Simpson, The Shadowy World of Web Gambling, AM. BANKER-BOND
BUYER, Aug. 2001, LEXIS, News Library, ABBB File.
13. Gary Dretzka, Rolling the Dice on Internet Gambling Casinos, Nevada Looks
to Create a Web of Wagering at Home, CHI. TRI., June 15,2001,2001 WL 4083854.
14. Matt Richtel, Las Vegas Casinos, In Shift of Position, Back Online Betting,
N.Y. TIMES ABSTRACrS 1, May 17,2001, 2001 WL 21728560.
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used to bet online come from credit cards.' The remaining funds
come from debit cards, wire transfers, or third party payment
systems such as PayPal."6 Gambling sites normally prominently
display the logos of credit card companies. 7
To place an online bet or gamble at an online casino, one
needs only access to the Internet and a credit or debit card.'8 Once
online, the gambler creates a gambling account with whichever
website he chooses, decides how much money he wants to gamble,
and authorizes a money transfer through his credit or debit card to
the gambling site.' 9 Most gambling sites require minimum bets
from twenty to a thousand dollars.2'
With revenue of $1.6 billion in 2000 and expected revenue
of over $5 billion in just two years,2' the Internet gambling industry
can be e.tremely profitable for all involved, including banks and
credit card companies. Most general merchants pay a two percent
fee to merchant banks for each credit card transaction processed
over the Internet, yet most Internet gambling organizations pay
fees of around seven percent of the gross revenue charged.
Internet gambling sites pay more for credit transactions because it
is a risky investment, due in large part to the uncertain legal status
of Internet gambling and the possibility that banks and credit card
15. David Strow, Wells Fargo to Ban Cards for Internet Gambling. Ls VEG,*ts
SUN, Dec. 12, 2000, available at http:f¢\,,vw.Iasvegassun.comfsunbinlstorietexti2tju0f
dec/121511161819.html (last visited Feb. 23, 2002).
16. See, e.g., PLAYERS SPORTSBOOK AND CASINO, at http:!tv.,%..playersonly.com
(Internet gambling site) (last visited Feb. 23, 2002); LAS VEGAS CASINO, INC., at
http:/Aww.casinoworld.com (Internet casino site) (last %isited Feb. 23,21002). When
using the Players Sportsbook Internet site, gamblers can use Paypal or wire transfers
to deposit money into their accounts. PLYERS SPORTSBOOK AND CASINO, supra.
The Las Vegas Casino Internet site also allovs gamblers to use Paypal or wire
transfers to deposit money into their accounts. LAS VEGAS CASINO, supra.
17. See, eg., PLAYERS SPORTSBOOK AND CASINO, supra note 16. Visa and
MasterCard logos are prominently displayed at the bottom of the homepage. Id.
18. Ia To establish a gambling account, a gambler simply clicks on the "How to
Start" icon, follows the directions to create an account, and enters a credit card
number. Id.
19. AL; see also Michael Anastasio, The Enforceability of Internet Gambling
Debts: Laws, Policies, and Causes of Action, 6 VA. J.L. TECH. 6, 16 (Spring 2001). at
http'Ilv,,wv.xjolt.netlvol6fissuellv6ilaO6-Anastasio.htmliLftnref37 (last visited Feb.
23,2002).
20. Peter Brown, Regulation of Cybercasinos and Internet Gambling, 610 PLIfPat
607 (June 2000).
21. Richtel, supra note 14.
22. Simpson, supra note 12.
20021
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companies will not be able to recover money from those who
gamble.2 3 The $1.6 billion in revenue in 200024 meant that banks
and credit card companies with merchant customers in the Internet
gambling business made nearly $112 million off Internet gambling
fees alone.' With expected revenues of $5 billion by 2003, the
revenue from Internet gambling should increase dramatically,
potentially reaching nearly $350 million in fees alone by 2003.26
II. THE LEGALITY OF ONLINE GAMBLING
A. Current Federal Law Does Not Explicitly Make Internet
Gambling Illegal
Currently no federal law expressly prohibits Internet
gambling, although the Wire Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1084,27 is the federal
statute under which the federal government criminally prosecuted
Internet gambling organizers in United States v. Cohen2' and in a
recent federal case in Wisconsin. 9 In Cohen, Jay Cohen, president
of Antigua based World Sports Exchange, an on-line sports
betting operation, was convicted on February 28, 2000, by a federal
jury of conspiracy to violate the Wire Act and seven counts of
violating the Wire Act for running an Internet sports gambling
site.3" Ten other defendants pled guilty prior to his trial.3' In
August 2001, the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit upheld his conviction.32 A judge sentenced Cohen to
twenty-one months in prison.33 The Department of Justice "hailed
23. Id.
24. Richtel, supra note 14.
25. See supra note 7 and accompanying text.
26. Id.
27. 18 U.S.C. § 1084 (2000) (prohibiting the use of a "wire communication
facility"-telephone-in placing bets or wagers).
28. United States v. Cohen, 260 F.3d 68, 71 (2d. Cir. 2001).
29. Meg Jones, Two Plead Guilty to U.S. Charges Over Internet Sports Betting,
MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, Dec. 4, 2001, 2001 WL 27439235.
30. Cohen, 260 F.3d at 70.
31. Press Release, United States Department of Justice, Jay Cohen Convicted of
Operating an Offshore Sports Betting Business that Accepted Bets From Americans
Over the Internet (Feb. 28, 2000), available at http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/
cybercrime/cohen.htm (last visited Feb. 23,2002).
32- Cohen, 260 F.3d at 78.
33. Id. at 71.
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the Cohen prosecution as evidence that current federal laws can
and should be used to prosecute Internet gambling."'  In the
Wisconsin case, two Internet sports site operators pled guilty to
violating the Wire Act and filing false tax returns.35 Their
company, Gold Medal Sports, pled guilty to racketeering and
criminal asset forfeiture.36 These two cases centered on sports
gambling, which is one type of Internet gambling. 7 One can also
go on-line to play games of chance, including card games and slot
machine style games.3"
The credit card industry won a major legal battle in In re
MasterCard International Inc., Internet Gambling Litigation when
the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Louisiana dismissed the class action suit and held that by accepting
charges for Internet gambling credits, banks and credit card
companies did not violate the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act (RICO)."9  The plaintiffs argued that the
defendants "directed, guided, conducted, or participated, directly
or indirectly, in the conduct of an enterprise through a pattern of
racketeering activity and/or collection of unlawful debt as defined
by RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1961."'4 The court found that "Internet
gambling on a game of chance is not prohibited conduct under 18
U.S.C. § 1084," the Wire Act.41 The court distinguished between a
game of chance, which is not mentioned in the Wire Act, and
betting on sports, which the Wire Act specifically prohibits."2 With
regard to the Internet gamblers, the court stated that the
34. Brown, supra note 20, at 643. But see In re MasterCard International Inc.,
Internet Gambling Litigation, 132 F.Supp. 2d 46S (E.D. La. 201) (see infra notes 39-
43 and accompanying text).
35. Jones, supra note 29.
36. Id.
37. PLAYERS SPORTSBOOK AND CASINO, supra note 16. This Internet site has a
sportsbook that allows a person to gamble on sporting events.
38. LAS VEGAS CASINO, INC., supra note 16. This site only offers casino style
games such as blackjack, slot machines, roulette and poker. Id.
39. See In re MasterCard, 132 F.Supp. 2d 46', see also 18 U.SC.S. § 1%1 (21O)
(defining "racketeering activity' to mean any act or threat in~olving gambling vhich
is chargeable under state law and punishable by imprisonment of more than one year
or any act which is indictable under 18 U.S.C.S. § 10,4---the Wire Act").
40. In re MasterCard, 132 F.Supp. 2d at 475. The case was a combination of
consolidated cases from Alabama, Illinois, New York, and California. Id. at 471.
41. Id. at 480.
42. Id
2002]
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"[p]laintiffs in these cases are not victims, they are independent
actors who made a knowing and voluntary choice to engage in a
course of conduct. Litigation over their own actions arose only
when the result of those actions became a debt that they did not
wish to pay."43
It has also been argued that the Travel Act,44 the Interstate
Transportation of Wagering Paraphernalia Act,45 the Professional
and Amateur Sports Protection Act,46 and the Federal Aiding and
Abetting Statute47 "appear to have direct applicability" to Internet
gambling,48 although no actions in regard to Internet gambling
activities have been brought under any of these statutes.
The legality of Internet gambling is still uncertain, as
evidenced by the differing opinions in the Cohen49 and the
MasterCard° cases. The Wire Act would seem to be applicable in
cases where sports betting is at issue, but not where other types of
Internet gambling take place. States are beginning to ban
specifically Internet gambling transactions. 2 This fact, along with
the case law that has held that gambling debts might not be
recoverable under the "illegal contract" doctrine53 and that
43. Id. at 497.
44. 18 U.S.C. § 1952 (2000) (prohibiting the use of travel or mail to "distribute
the proceeds of any unlawful activity" or to "otherwise promote, manage, establish,
carry on, or facilitate.., the gambling activity," defining gambling as an unlawful
activity). Id.
45. 18 U.S.C. § 1953 (2000) (prohibiting anyone other than a common carrier in
the usual course of business from carrying or sending in interstate or foreign
commerce "any device used... or designed for use in bookmaking or wagering pools
with respect to a sporting event"-[excludes materials used in states where gambling
is legal]).
46. 28 U.S.C. § 3702 (1994) (prohibiting any governmental entity or any person
from sponsoring, promoting, advertising, licensing, or authorizing by law any
gambling activity based directly or indirectly on games involving amateur or
professional athletes-did not become effective until 1993).
47. 18 U.S.C.S. § 2 (2000) (allowing for those who aid or abet any crime against
the United States to be punished as a principal).
48. Brown, supra note 20, at 631-32. For a discussion of the applicability of the
Wire Act, the Travel Act, and the Organized Crime and Control Act, see Charles
Brundage, Playing for Free? The Legality and Enforceability of On-Line Gambling
Debts, 12 PACE INT'L. L. REv. 153, 161-62 (Spring 2000).
49. See supra notes 27-34 and accompanying text.
50. See supra notes 39-43 and accompanying text.
51. See supra note 42 and accompanying text.
52. See infra notes 72-82 and accompanying text.
53. See infra notes 142-53 and accompanying text.
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gambling debts can be discharged," should concern banks and
credit card companies. The court in In re MasterCard did provide
some hope for the banking and credit industry, especially with its
view that those who gamble should not to have their debts
forgiven.5 However, other cases and jurisdictions have held in
favor of those who gamble, and as more and more states prohibit
Internet gambling,56 this trend is likely to continue.
B. Past and Pending Federal Legislation Would Make Internet
Gambling a Federal Offense
Internet gambling has been a topic of concern for Congress
since 1996, when Senator Jon Kyl (R-AZ) introduced the Crime
Prevention Act of 1995, which would have amended the Wire Act
(deleting the phrase "wire communication" and replacing it with
"wire or electronic communication") to bring the act up to date
with regard to Internet gambling. 7 Senator Kyl introduced the
Internet Gambling Prohibition Act, also known as the Kyl Bill. 3
The bill was originally designed to ban Internet gambling and was
later changed to amend the Wire Act.5 ' The 1997 Kyl Bill passed
the Senate by a vote of 90-10, but it died in the House of
Representatives.
54. See infra notes 154-66 and accompanying text.
55. See supra note 43 and accompanying text.
56. See infra notes 72-82 and accompanying text.
57. Crime Prevention Act of 1995, S. 1495, Title XV, 104th Cong. (1996).
58. Internet Gambling Prohibition Act of 1997, S. 474, 105th Cong. (1993).
Recognizing that credit card companies and banks play a prominent role in the
Internet gambling industry, a spokesman for Sen. Kyl remarhed that ...[eredit card
companies that are engaged in providing financial services to online casinos that are
in violation of the law would themselves be diolating the la%'" and further that
"'[n]othing in our legislation specifically addresses the issue of credit card companies
and their liability regarding illegal Internet gambling. Hov.ever, just like any
business in America vdth any law in America, a credit card company cannot aid and
abet in the commission of a crime."' Are Card Companies Gambling withe Wet?,
CREDIT CARD MGMT., Sept. 1, 1998,1998 WL 143,376.
59. S. 474. Much like the 1996 Crime Prevention Act, this act would have
amended the Wire Act to include gambling via any communication facility, including
the Internet. S. 474. The House version of the bill was H.R. 2380, 105th Cong.
(1997).
60. 144 Cong. Rec. SS822-05 (daily ed. July 23, 1998). 1993 WL 412319; sce also
Internet Gambling Prohibition Act of 1997, H.R. 230, 105th Cong. (1997) (the same
bill as that offered by Senator Kyl).
2002]
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Senator Kyl is expected to reintroduce the same bill this
session.6' According to Senator Kyl, one reason he strongly
opposes Internet gambling is because of its negative effect on the
economy of the United States.62
In 2000, after Senator Kyl's bill passed the Senate by a
large majority, Representative Bob Goodlatte (R-VA) introduced
a very similar bill in the House.63 His bill had a majority vote in
the House (245-159), but failed because it was under an expatiated
voting procedure that required a 2/3 majority vote.' 4 The issue of
forcing Internet service providers [ISP] to act as a policing agency
disturbed some in Congress. 65  Representative Chris Canon (R-
UT) stated "'[e]nforcement of the law is disturbing .... The
legislation would make your ISP the enforcement agency .... [and]
this means they will have to monitor the Internet surfing habits of
their customers. I believe this constitutes an invasion of our
privacy that must be stopped.'
' 66
On November 1, 2001, Representative Goodlatte
introduced the Combating Illegal Gambling Reform and
Modernization Act, H.R. 3215.67 This bill is similar to the
previously introduced bills in that it amends the Wire Act so that it
61. Tony Batt, Proponents Push Web Betting Ban, LAS VEGAS REv.-J., Feb. 20,
2001, 2001 WL 9530356 (Senator Kyl plans to introduce his bill after such a bill is
offered in the House of Representatives).
62. Senator Jon Kyl, Statement on The Internet Gambling Prohibition Act, (Mar.
23, 1999), at http://kyl.senate.gov/s3-23-99.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2002). He stated
that, "Internet gambling is likely to have a deleterious effect on business and the
economy." Id. (citing a Nightline feature that stated in 1998, 1,333,000 Americans
filed for bankruptcy, eliminating nearly $40 billion in personal debt). Id. Senator Kyl
also indicated that a business with 1,000 workers can expect a $500,000 per year
increase in personnel costs due to job absenteeism and declining productivity simply
because of the accessibility of legalized gambling. Id. (citing Professor Kindt's
testimony before the House Small Business Committee).
63. Internet Gambling Prohibition Act of 2000, H.R. 3125, 106th Cong. (2000);
see also Batt, supra note 61.
64. Batt, supra note 61.
65. Eric Ladley, Gambling Bill Risky for ISP's, ISP Bus. NEWS, Oct. 9,2000,2000
WL 4348696.
66. Id. Cannon backed the Comprehensive Internet Gambling Prohibition Act
of 2000, H.R. 5020, 106th Cong. § 2 (2000)-which would have required the Justice
Department to monitor websites, not internet service providers. See Ladley, supra
note 65; H.R. 5020.
67. Combating Illegal Gambling Reform and Modernization Act, H.R. 3215,
107th Cong. § 2 (2001).
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will specifically apply to Internet gambling." It also adds games of
chance to the list of illegal gambling activities.' The bill targets
those "engaged in a gambling business," not the gamblers
themselves." According to Goodlatte, it is more likely that this
bill will become law: "In the last Congress, the [Clinton]
administration was resisting the bill .... This year, I think we'll get
everybody on board heading in the same direction.""'
C State Laws Concerning Internet Gambling
Several states have strict statutory prohibitions on Internet
gambling.72 Illinois has passed a law affecting Internet gambling
organizers." In Louisiana, it is a misdemeanor for one to conduct
transactions over the Internet involving "a game, contest, lottery,
or contrivance whereby a person risks the loss of anything of value
in order to realize a profit."7 4  Minnesota has fought against
Internet gambling operations in courts of law and has obtained
personal jurisdiction over out of state gambling operations.7 The
Attorneys General of Indiana76 and Kansas77 have held that
6S. Id. The bill would delete the word "vire communication" and insert
"communication." Id. Thus, the Wire Act would then apply to any communication
used for gambling purposes, either by telephone or Internet. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Batt, supra note 61.
72. See infra notes 73-82 and accompanying text.
73. 720 ILL- COMP. STAT. ANN. 5/28-1(a)(12) (West 1995 & Supp. 2001). "A
person commits gambling when he... knovingly establishes, maintains, or operates
an Internet site that permits a person to play games for money or bet on any contest
or game." Id.
74. LA. REv. STAT. ANN. §14:90-3(A) (19S6 & Supp. 2002) (banning gambling by
computer). Though the statute would seem to outlaw any type of transaction vhere a
risk of losing money is involved, the statute specifically exempts transactions
involving the stock market. Id. § 14:90-3(H).
75. See State v. Granite Gate Resorts, Inc., 5f6 NAV.2d 715,721 (Minn. Ct. App.
1997), aff'd, 576 N.V.2d 747 (Minn. 1998). The court refused to dismiss defendant's
motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction, holding that the Belize-based
internet site had established the requisite minimum contacts with the state of
Minnesota. I&
76. 1998 Ind. Op. Atty. Gen. 98-8 (July 7, 199S), 1993 Ind. AG LEXIS 5
(concluding that "it is illegal both for persons to gamble over the Internet from
Indiana and to provide Internet gambling services to persons in Indiana").
2002] 673
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Internet gambling is a violation of their criminal laws. New York
has also been aggressive in its attempt to prohibit Internet
gambling operations within its state.7" The Second Circuit has
stated that "[tihere can be no dispute that betting is illegal in New
York., 79 In Florida, after being urged by the Attorney General to
do so, Western Union agreed to stop wiring funds from Florida
citizens to online gambling operations."0
The statutes in Indiana, Kansas and Louisiana specifically
target the residents of those states that gamble on-line." In
Illinois, Indiana and Louisiana, the statutes also allow for the state
to prosecute the providers of the gambling services.8"
Most states that have addressed the issue of Internet
gambling have found it to be illegal; however, the state of Nevada
recently passed a law that "directs the Nevada Gaming Control
Board and the Nevada Gaming Commission to study Internet
gaming systems, determine if they can exclude gaming by minors,
and then pass appropriate regulations. 8 13 The city of Las Vegas
recently voted in favor of studying whether to allow Internet
gambling sites to use the city's name and seal as part of a
marketing campaign for certain gambling sites."
77. Kan. Atty. Gen. Op. No. 96-31 (Mar. 25, 1996), 1996 Kan. AG LEXIS 31
(placing a bet or receiving a bet over the Internet violates Kansas criminal gambling
statutes).
78. See People v. World Interactive Gaming Corp., 714 N.Y.S.2d 844 (Sup. Ct.
1999) (Attorney General of New York brought suit against certain gambling
operators to enjoin them from operating within or offering to residents of New York
gambling over the Internet).
79. United States v. Cohen, 260 F.3d 68, 73 (2d Cir. 2001).
80. Fredreka Schouten, Internet Gambling Leaps Borders, SALT LAKE TRIB.,
Dec. 26, 1999, 1999 WL 29641181.
81. See supra notes 74,76-77.
82. See supra notes 73,74, 76.
83. Ed Vogel, Bill Advancing Internet Gambling Signed By Guinn, LAS-VEGAS
REV. J., June 15, 2001, 2001 WL 9536141.
84. Jan Moller, City-backed Internet Gaming Idea Alive, LAS-VEGAs REV. J., Jan.
3, 2002, 2002 WL 6869073.
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11. THE ENFORCEABILITY OF INTERNET GAMBLING DEBTS
INCURRED ON CREDIT CARDS
A. Past Attempts to Ban the Use of Credit Cards for Internet
Gambling
Simply banning Internet gambling is not the only proposal
considered by Congress." In 2000, Iowa Representative Jim
Leach (R-IA) introduced a bill that would ban the use of credit
cards, checks, debit cards, and electronic funds transfers to place
Internet bets.s6 The bill cleared the banking panel but never
reached the floor of the House of Representatives for a full vote.?
Even though the ban would mean a loss of revenue for the
banking and credit card industry, the credit card industry did not
take a position on the Leach bill because the bill limited the card
issuer's responsibility if it unknowingly allowed gambling charges
to go through.ss Lamar Smith, senior vice president for
governmental relations at Visa, stated, "'[w]hat's most important
to us is that our members not be caught up in some sort of liability
when they are basically innocent bystanders."' '  The argument
can be made that since Visa and MasterCard prominently display
their logos on most Internet gambling sites and profit from much
higher usage fees from Internet gambling operators than from
normal Internet merchants, they should hardly be viewed as
"innocent bystanders" but rather willing participants."' Suggesting
that the possible insolvent nature of the on-line gamblers was
becoming a problem, Linda Echard, President of the bankcard
division for the Independent Community Bankers of America,
stated, "'[m]ost card issuers aren't thrilled when their customers
85. See e.g., Amateur Sports Integrity Act, S. 718, 107th Cong. §303 (2001);
Internet Gambling Payments Prohibition Act, H.R. 2579, 107th Cong. (2001);
Unlawful Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act, H.R. 55.107th Cong. (2001).
86. Unlav.ful Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act, H.R. 4419, 106th
Cong. (2000); see also Alan Kline, Banks Won't Fight Ban on Card Use for Web Bets,
AM. BANKER, June 8, 2000, at 1, 3,2000 WL 3362143.
87. Michelle Heller, Leach Determined to Make Banks Web's Gambling Police,
Am. BANKER, Aug. 31, 2001 at 1, 4 [hereinafter Web's Gambling Police], 2001 WL
26573578.
88. Kline, supra note 86.
S9. Id.
90. Anastasio, supra note 19, at 32.
2002] 675
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run up gambling debts, because there is the potential that those
people could become insolvent."' 9
B. Pending Federal Legislation to Ban the Use of Credit Cards
1. Internet Gambling Amateur Sports Integrity Act of 2001
On April 5,2001, Senator John McCain (R-AZ) introduced
a bill that deals with Internet gambling.92 Title III of the McCain
bill (the Amateur Sports Integrity Act of 2001) speaks directly to
Internet gambling, yet it does not ban gambling per se.93 The bill
would merely ban the use of credit and debit cards for Internet
gambling transactions.94 Section 303 of title III states:
(a) In General-No financial institution may
knowingly accept, in connection with the
participation of another person in unlawful Internet
gambling-
(1) credit, or the proceeds of credit, extended to or
on behalf of such other person (including credit
extended through the use of a credit card); or
(2) the proceeds of any other form of financial
transaction as the Secretary may prescribe by
regulation which involves a financial institution as a
payor or financial intermediary on behalf of or for
the benefit of the other person.95
The McCain bill will directly affect banks and lenders in
that it strictly prohibits those institutions from knowingly
accepting any Internet gambling transaction. However, there is a
safe harbor provision in the bill that would protect banks and
lenders who unknowingly allow such gambling transactions to be
processed.97
91. Kline, supra note 86 (quoting, Linda Echard, President of the bankcard
division for the Independent Community Bankers of America).
92. Amateur Sports Integrity Act, S. 718, 107th Cong. (2001).




97. Id. § 303(e).
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2. Unlaxful Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act of 2001
In the House of Representatives, there is a similar bill that,
if passed, wil have a direct impact on the banking industry '
Noting that "w[w]e're about to see the largest growth of any
financial industry in America in Internet gambling,""'
Representative James Leach (R-IA) has introduced the Unlaw,.ful
Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act of 2001.' Section 3
states:
(a) In General-No person engaged in a gambling
business may knowingly accept, in connection with
the participation of another person in unlawful
internet gambling-
(1) credit, or the proceeds of credit, extended to or
on behalf of such other person (including credit
extended through the use of a credit card);
(2) an electronic fund transfer or funds transmitted
by or through a money transmitting business, or the
proceeds of an electronic fund transfer or money
transmitting service, from or on behalf of the other
person;
(3) any check, draft, or similar instrument which is
dravn by or on behalf of the other person and is
drawn on or payable at or through any financial
institution; or
(4) the proceeds of any other form of financial
transaction as the Secretary may prescribe by
regulation which involves a financial institution as a
payor or financial intermediary on behalf of or for
the benefit of the other person.""
98. Unlawf.ul Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act, H.R. 556, 107th Cong.
(2001).
99. Web's Gambling Police, supra note 87.
100. H.R. 556.
101. Id. § 3(a).
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3. Analysis of Pending Legislation
Much like the McCain bill in the Senate,'02 H.R. 556
includes a safe harbor provision for banks and lenders who
unknowingly allow gambling transactions to be processed.'0 3 The
bill specifically states that creditors, credit card issuers, and
financial institutions shall not be liable for the involvement of the
gambling operator unless that institution or issuer knowingly
participated in the gambling business or was an agent or
representative of the gambling business."° On October 31, 2001,
the House Financial Services Committee voted 34-18 in favor of
the bill, and it was sent to the House floor.1
0 5
On July 20, 2001, Representative John LaFalce (D-NY)
introduced the Internet Gambling Payments Prohibition Act.1
0 6
H.R. 2579 is exactly the same as H.R. 556 introduced by Rep.
Leach in February. As of September 28, 2001, H.R. 2579 was still
before the House Subcommittee on Financial Institutions of the
Committee on Financial Services."
H.R. 556 and S. 718 are similar in that they both are aimed,
at least in part, at attacking Internet gambling not by creating a
federal law specifically banning such activity, but rather by cutting
off the ability to use credit cards to gamble on-line." 8 Both bills
define "Internet gambling" as placing, receiving, or otherwise
making a bet or wager "by any means which involves the use, at
least in part, of the Internet where such bet or wager is unlawful
under any applicable Federal or State law in the State in which the
bet or wager is initiated, received, or otherwise made."'" As
discussed earlier, there is disagreement with regard to whether
current federal laws prohibit Internet gambling."0 Thus the
argument can be made that there will be problems regarding
whether these proposed bills would have any real effect on
Internet gambling. However, the proposed acts would apply to
102. Amateur Sports Integrity Act, S. 718, 107th Cong. § 303(e) (2001).
103. H.R. 556 § 3(e).
104. Id.
105. H.R. REP. No. 107-339(I), pt. 1 (2001), 2001 WL 1600029.
106. Internet Gambling Payments Prohibition Act, H.R. 2579, 107th Cong. (2001).
107. Telephone Interview with Office of Rep. John LaFalce (Sept. 27,2001).
108. See H.R. 556; S. 718; supra notes 92, 98 and accompanying text.
109. See H.R. 556 § 3(b)(4); S. 718 § 303(b)(A).
110. See supra notes 27-56.
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those states that have specifically banned Internet gambling."'
Both bills contain additional sections that give "any appropriate
federal banking agency" the authority to issue an order prohibiting
an institution from continuing to knowingly participate in Internet
gambling activity.' 2 There are some differences in the two bills.
H.R. 556 is aimed at "persons engaged in a gambling business" '
such as those who run Internet gambling operations. S. 718 is
aimed directly at "financial institutions"' 4 such as banks and credit
card companies.
Even though both the House and Senate versions of the
banking related Internet gambling bills contain safe harbor
provisions for banks and lenders, and even though banks and
credit card companies remained silent on the issue last term, the
congressional attempts to limit Internet gambling by requiring
banks to play a more prominent role are meeting strong
opposition from the banking industry this year."' Testifying
before the House Financial Services subcommittee, Michael
Farmer, senior vice president of Risk Management Services at
Wachovia Bank, noted that using banks and credit card companies
to control Internet gambling would have little effect:
As Wachovia and other [credit card] issuers deny
authorization for Internet gambling transactions,
there are considerable incentives for merchants to
circumvent this policy. For example, Internet
casinos may seek to conceal the true nature of their
transactions by altering the data message to make
themselves appear to be a merchant type other than
gambling. In cases such as this, Internet gambling
charges may be unknowingly approved in the
authorization system.1 6
111. See H.R. 556; S. 718.
112. See H.R. 556; S. 718.
113. See Unlawful Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act, H.R. 556, 107th
Cong. (2001).
114. See Amateur Sports Integrity Act, S. 718, 107th Cong. (2001).
115. Internet Gambling Ban: Hearing on H.R. 556 Before the House Subcomm. on
Fin. Inst and Consumer Credit of the Comn. on Fin. Sen's., 107th Cong. (2001)
(testimony by Mr. Michael L. Farmer, Senior Vice-President, Risk Mgmt. Servs., of
Wachovia Bank), 2001 WL 21757596 [hereinafter Farmer Testimony].
116. Id.
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Brian E. Frumkin, Associate General Counsel for Bank of
America's credit card division, echoed that same argument and
stated that Bank of America is:
concerned that banks might be held responsible for
processing[,] accepting[,] and collecting on
transactions that can't be identified as Internet
gambling transactions. Although [Visa and
MasterCard] have adopted coding requirements to
be followed by these type of merchants, many
online gambling merchants are intentionally failing
to comply with these requirements. Since card
issuers do not receive the name of the merchant at
the time authorization is requested, it is impossible
for us to correctly identify these transactions if they
are mis-coded.... Instead of relying on the banks to
enforce an unenforceable requirement, it seems to
us that the first step should be to declare these types
of transactions illegal and pursue the [internet
service operators] and other online firms that
provide access to these merchants." 7
Deborah Sink, Associate General Counsel for Branch
Banking &Trust (BB&T) , stated that BB&T was:
very concerned about any requirement that the
banks police a customer's use of these payment
devices or block payments for transactions deemed
to be illegal internet gambling. We are concerned
about the ability to perform such a function, the cost
it would entail and the intrusion into our customers'
transactions. Our approach with the customer has
been, on the credit side, to require as a matter of
117. Email from Brian F. Frumkin, Associate General Counsel, Bank of America,
Card Services Division (Oct. 25, 2001, 11:37:32 EST) [hereinafter Frumkin] (on file
with North Carolina Banking Institute).
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contract, that they not use the card for any illegal
purpose."
s
Admitting that his bill would involve a "slight burden" on
the banking industry, Representative Leach stated that the burden
was minimal "compared with the impact gambling has on
society." n 9 He stated "[t]here is, without a doubt, a little extra
cost to be asked to have systems in place that can stop this.... On
the other hand ...the cost involved in credit card losses and
bankruptcies will be far higher."'2"
The banking industry is not alone in its opposition to the
congressional bills. Though the nation's casinos supported an
Internet gambling ban just a few years ago, several Las Vegas
casinos now oppose a ban on Internet gambling.'-' Though
arguing that banning Internet gambling is not "technologically
feasible," those casinos opposing the ban are also hoping that they
too can compete in the Internet gambling arena.' MGM Mirage
is one casino that is aggressively pursuing the establishment of an
Internet gambling operation." However, Mandalay Bay Resort
Group and Harrah's Entertainment support the ban and oppose
Internet gambling.1 24  The American Gaming Association itself
opposes Internet gambling because, according to Frank
Fahrenkopf, CEO "[w]e don't believe the technology has been
developed to police and control it, and the U.S. is not ready for
it."1
25
Testifying before the House Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations of the House Committee on Financial Services,
Internet gambling expert Sebastian Sinclair stated that H.R. 556,
118. Email from Deborah Sink, Associate General Counsel, BB&T Legal
Department (Nov. 1, 2001, 14:4S:02 EST) [hereinafter Sink] (on file with North
Carolina Banldng Institute).
119. Michele Heller, In Brief. Wachovia Exce Pans Web Gambling Bill, AM.
BANKER, July 25,2001 [hereinafter Heller, In Briej].
120. Web's Gambling Police, supra note 87.
121. Matt Richtel, E-bets Getting Casino Support, DESERT NEWS, May 17, 20901,
2001 WL 21326977.
122. Id.
123. Pat King, Casino Bosses Hare Dkffering Internet Views, LAS VEGAS Bus.
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the Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act, would be very
hard to enforce. 1 6  Sinclair calls for the regulation, not the
prohibition, of Internet gambling.'27 According to Sinclair, the
problems with enforceability are two-fold."8 First, because
Internet gambling is sanctioned in a significant portion of the
world (nearly fifty-five nations authorize or regulate some form of
Internet gambling'29 and Nevada has recently taken initial steps to
legalize Internet gambling 3 ') and because many banks are
multinational and based in nations with no United State contacts,
it will be difficult for the United States to "prevent banks from
participating in an entirely legal transaction on foreign soil.''.
According to Sinclair, "H.R. [556] can probably prevent Wells
Fargo and Chase Manhattan from processing Internet gambling
transactions. But it will be hard, if not impossible, to prevent an
Internet gambler from depositing funds in [a] U.K. or German
bank that does."'
132
Second, there are numerous payment mechanisms available
to web gamblers even if credit and debit cards are outlawed.
33
One such mechanism is PayPal, a third party processor that allows
persons to establish an account by depositing funds into the
account using a credit card, check, or wire transfer."3 Once the
money is deposited, the customer can spend it on virtually
anything he wishes, including Internet gambling, as long as that
site uses the PayPal system. 35  Sinclair states: "If a foreign
domiciled third-party processor like PayPal were to arise, it would
be difficult for law enforcement to prevent funds from being
deposited in these... non-gambling.., accounts.'
' 36
126. Internet Gambling Ban: Hearing on H.R. 556 Before the House Subcomm. on
Oversight and Investigations of the House Comm. on Fin. Servs., 107th Cong. (2001)
(testimony by Mr. Sebastian Sinclair, Vice-President of Christiansen Capital




130. See Vogel, supra note 83.
131. Sinclair Testimony, supra note 126.







The current outlook in regard to the Internet gambling
legislation is anything but certain. However, one thing is clear: if
passed, these bills will change the way banks and credit card
companies operate their Internet based activities. If the
prohibition on Internet gambling is signed into law,"37 and if it can
be shown that the credit card company or bank had knowledge
that a merchant was operating an Internet gambling site in
violation of the law, the bank or credit company could be guilty of
aiding and abetting."' The safe harbor provision contained in the
bill will shield any bank or credit card company from liability as
long as that company had no knowledge of the Internet gambling
operation.'
The two different sets of bills, those aimed at banning
Internet gambling completely and those aimed at curbing Internet
gambling by refusing to allow the use of bank and credit cards for
gambling transactions, are now being pushed as a package deal."O
Representative Goodlate, who recently introduced the Combating
Illegal Gambling Reform and Modernization Act in the 107th
session of Congress, stated that the two bills "really need each
other.... We need the enforcement tool that prohibit[s] the use of
financial instrument offers. Their bill needs the definition of what
is illegal.'
141
C. Unenforceability of Debt Contract
Even in the absence of federal legislation, some states may
refuse to enforce credit card debts incurred for Internet gambling
because enforcing the debt would be against the state's public
policy. 42 Under contract law, a contract may be unenforceable if
it violates public policy. 41 Some states look to their criminal
statutes to determine what constitutes public policy, though under
the Restatement Second of Contracts "a contract that violates the




140. Laurence Arnold, Lawmakers Join Force, Fight Online Gambling,
Pn-rSBURGH POST-GAzzrr, July 25,2001, 2001 WL 22212760.
141. Id.
142. See, eg., Gold, supra note 1, at 233-34.
143. JOHN D. CALAMARI & JOSEPH M. PERILLO. CON-iRAT'rs S87 (3d ed. 1987).
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criminal law is not necessarily against public policy."'" The public
policy can also be set by both federal and state constitutions, the
legislature, or the courts.'45
One basic premise of contract law is that an enforceable
contract cannot be based on illegal matter.'46 Many courts have
denied the enforcement of gambling loans on the grounds that the
subject matter of the contract is either illegal or violates public
policy.'47 Gambling debtors have successfully argued that
gambling transactions create illegal contracts and thus cannot be
enforced. 4 One argument that can be made by those trying to
avoid their gambling debts is that if gambling is illegal (as it is in a
number of states) then there could be no valid bilateral contract
since such a contract requires both parties to furnish
consideration. " An illegal promise cannot constitute
consideration. 50 This illegal contract argument is likely one
reason Visa and MasterCard settled their claims with Cynthia
Haines, 1" and it was also successful in two cases noted
previously.'52 Because of its success in these cases, the "illegal
contract" argument is likely to appear again in the future.
The argument that gamblers should not have to repay
money spent on Internet gambling because of an "illegal contract"
or because it would be against "public policy" is likely to affect
144. Id.; RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 178-79 (1981).
145. CALAMARI & PERILLO, supra note 143, at 888; RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF
CONTRACTS § 178-179.
146. CALAMARI & PERILLO, supra note 143, at 889.
147. James L. Buchwalter, Annotation, Right to Recover Money Lent for
Gambling Purposes, 74 A.L.R. 5th 369 (1999).
148. See Metropolitan Creditors v. Sadri, 19 Cal. Rptr. 2d 646, 653 (Cal. Ct. App.
1993). In Metropolitan Creditors, the California Court of Appeals upheld the trial
court ruling that appellant creditor could not recover gambling debts that appellee
had accumulated on his credit card while gambling legally in Nevada. Id. The court
held that the enforcement of gambling debts incurred by appellee on his credit card
was against the public policy of the state of California. Id.; see also King Int'l Corp. v.
Voloshin, 366 A.2d 1172, 1173-75 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1976). In King International
Corp., the court held that an out-of-state casino could not recover a $15,000 gambling
debt from defendant because of Connecticut's prohibition on gambling on credit. Id.
Even though the state of Connecticut had a lottery and horse racing, those required
payments of cash and not credit. Id.
149. See CALAMARI & PERILLO, supra note 143, at 889.
150. Id.
151. Gold, supra note 1, at 238.
152- See Metropolitan Creditors, 19 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 653; King International Corp.,
366 A.2d at 1175.
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banks and credit card companies in those states where Internet
gambling is statutorily prohibited or where courts have held that
the policy of the state is that gambling debts are unenforceable. If
it can be shown that a credit card company or a bank allowed a
cardholder from such a state to use his or her card to gamble on-
line, then the possibility exists that the bank or credit card
company wiU not be able to recover such debts from the card
holder, as was the case in Providian. 
3
D. Dischargeability of Credit Card Debt for Internet Gambling
in Regard to Bankruptcy
Researchers suggest that ten percent of bankruptcy filings
are a result of gambling losses.'" In 1997, more than 1.3 million
consumer bankruptcy cases were filed.' Before the explosion of
legalized gambling across the nation, most bankruptcy courts
would not allow gambling debts to be discharged. When a debt
is discharged, those obligations "not satisfied through or in
conjunction with the bankruptcy proceeding cease to be binding
on the debtor."' 7 However, the discharge of gambling debts is
now being allowedS' in jurisdictions where gambling is illegal and
also in jurisdictions that have legalized some form of gambling.S)
153. See Gold, supra note 1 and accompanying text.
154. Alexander L. Edgar & Ellen L. Triebold, Hgqh Stakes: Gamblin.g on
Dischargeability, AM. BANKR. INST. J., May 17, 1998. WL 17-MAY AMBKRUS.
155. Id.
156. Id.
157. MICHAELJ. HERBERT, UNDERSTANDING BAiKRUPTcy 207 (1995).
158. See In re Anastas, 94 F.3d 1280 (9th Cir. 1996). In Anastas, appellant maxed
out his American Savings Bank Visa card gambling in Lake Tahoe, Nevada casinos.
Id at 1283. He filed for bankruptcy and the bankruptcy court found that such debts
were not dischargeable because appellant obtained his extension of credit through
actual fraud and thus he had no intent to repay v,.hen the credit vas extended. Id.
The appellate court overturned the decision and held that appellant did have the
intent to pay back the credit extended to him. Id. at 1287; In Briese, the banluptcy
court dismissed the bank's claim to prevent defendants from discharging credit card
related gambling debts. In re Briese, 196 B.R. 440, 454(Bankr. W.D. 'Wis. 19b 6. The
bank argued that defendants had large outstanding debts v.hen they made the
decision to gamble more money and that was proof that they had no intent to repay
the money. Id. However, the court held that the defendants did intend to repay the
money, and that such an intent cannot be inferred. Id. at 453.
159. Brundage, supra note 48.
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Banks and credit card companies should be concerned with
the issue of Internet gambling debts being discharged through
bankruptcy. Gamblers seem to be in a win-win situation. They
can gamble using a credit card and win large amounts of money
and thus pay the debt, or they can lose the money, file for
bankruptcy, and argue that the debt should be discharged.
Bankruptcies are on the rise, and the number of credit cards being
issued has also increased.' 6° A credit card allows a person instant
access to any number of opportunities, including Internet
gambling.161 Concerning Internet gambling, if such debts can be
discharged, it allows the person the ability to run up large amounts
of gambling debt and then have his slate cleaned in bankruptcy
court.
The intent of the debtor to repay, measured subjectively, is
an important element courts consider in determining whether or
not a gambling debt should be discharged. 62 Therefore, if a
person logs on to an Internet gambling establishment and racks up
$40,000 in gambling debt, yet has every intention of repaying the
debt, then such debt would be dischargeable if the person files for
bankruptcy.'63 In fact, courts have held that the use of a credit
card constitutes an actual representation that the cardholder
intends to repay the money being borrowed.' 64 One commentator
has argued that if Internet gambling was made illegal, then such
debts could not be discharged because a person cannot have a
"good faith subjective intent to re-pay an illegal transaction [and]
[t]herefore, a debtor should not be able to discharge credit card
debts due to illegal Internet gambling."'' 65  However, in In re
Harris the bankruptcy court allowed a defendant to discharge debt
160. Maya Hoffman, A Game of High Stakes Roulette: Credit Card Companies
Cash in on Gambler's Bad Luck, 32 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 1197, 1217 (1999).
161. See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
162. Hoffman, supra note 160, at 1199.
163. Hoffman, supra note 160, at 1207. In Harris, the plaintiff filed an adversary
proceeding alleging that defendant, who filed a bankruptcy petition, should not be
allowed to discharge his debt because he knew he lacked both the intent and ability
to repay. In re Harris 210 B.R. 617, 620 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1997). Even though the
defendant used the cash advances he received to purchase illegal drugs, the court
found that irrelevant and found that the defendant did in fact intend to repay the
debt, based on his testimony that he intended to repay the charges. Id.
164. In re Feld, 203 B.R. 360, 366 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1996). The court stated "[e]ach
use of the card.. . is a reaffirmation of that intent to repay." Id.
165. Hoffman, supra note 160, at 1220-21.
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even though he used his cash advances to purchase illegal drugs,
which would seem to weigh against the argument that debts
created from illegal activity cannot be discharged.
IV. BANK POLICIES REGARDING INTERNET GAMBLING
Credit and debit cards are types of payment cards." 7
Credit cards allow a cardholder to make purchases on credit,
paying off the credit issuer over time."" A debit card gives the
cardholder the ability to purchase using funds directly from a
bank account.169 Visa and MasterCard are credit card companies
"owned and run by member financial institutions in order to
license payment cards.""' There are normally four parties
involved in a credit card transaction.' Most credit card
transactions occur the same way. 172 The main issue that arises in
such a transaction that is problematic in regard to Internet
gambling is that "the issuer bank is ultimately responsible for the
166. In Re Harris, 210 B.R. at 620.




170. Id at 71.
171. National Bancard Corp. v. VISA, 596 F.Supp. 1231, 1237 (S.D. Fla. 19,4).
The four parties involved in a typical credit card transaction are: (1) the person using
the credit card, known as the cardholder (2) the merchant (the Internet gambling
site) who uses credit cards as a way to allow customers to pay for goods and services;
(3) those banks that issue cards to cardholders, knovm as issuer banks; and (4) those
banks that deal with the merchant (knovn as merchant banks) in establishing credit
accounts for the merchant. Id.
172. National Bancard, 596 F. Supp. at 138 . When a cardholder purchases goods
or services from a merchant, that merchant transmits a draft of the cardholder
(known in the industry as "paper") to the merchant bank. Id. The amount of the
transaction is "immediately credited to the merchants' account minus a small charge
agreed upon earlier by contract (called the 'merchant discount')." Id. In an Internet
gambling transaction this charge is usually around seven percent. See Simpson, supra
note 12; supra text accompanying note 22. If the merchant bank and issuer bank are
the same, the cardholder's account is processed "in-house." National Bancard, 596 F.
Supp. at 1238. However, if the merchant bank and issuer bank are different, then
"the merchant bank sends the transactional paper to the issuer bank," vho ,ill in
turn do one of two things. Id. The issuer bank will either "send the merchant bank
the requisite sums due... or will directly credit the merchant bank's account at the
issuer bank" if the merchant has an account established with the issuer bank. Id.
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sums due and owing from its cardholders, and thus.., the issuing
bank bears the risk of default by the cardholder."''
The settlement of Providian National Bank v. Haines 7 4 led
several banks to implement policies dealing with gambling
transactions. 75 Providian, one of the largest credit card issuers in
the United States with over eleven million customers, 7 6 banned
the use of its credit or debit cards for Internet gambling."'
MasterCard and Visa now require that any Internet gambling site
using their logos must notify potential gamblers that Internet
gambling might be illegal in certain jurisdictions, 7 1 though it is up
to the person visiting the site to find out whether or not Internet
gambling is illegal in his jurisdiction.179 Visa sent out a notice to all
of its cardholders stating that Internet gambling might be illegal in
certain United States jurisdictions and that Visa cards could only
be used for legal transactions. 80 Visa has also banned online
casinos from paying winning bets to customers by issuing credit to
the customer's credit card account.' Both American Express and
173. National Bancard, 596 F. Supp. at 1238.
174. Gold, supra note 1.
175. See Macavinta, supra note 5; Strow, supra note 15; and Matt Richtel, A Credit
Crisis for Web Casinos, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 21, 2002, at C1 [hereinafter Credit Crisis].
176. Credit Card Companies Wary, MORNING STAR (Wilmington, NC), Nov. 23,
1999, 1999 WL 29897807.
177. See id.; Strow, supra note 15.
178. Macavinta, supra note 5; see Strow, supra note 15.
179. See e.g., PLAYERS SPORTSBOOK AND CASINO, supra note 16 (using the help
icon on the players website, one can access a "Rules" page where the following is
stated under the "Legality" heading: "Therefore, by clicking the 'I agree' button, you
are acknowledging that you have determined what the laws are in your jurisdiction,
and that it is legal for you to place a bet via the Internet.. .") Id. If gamblers search
the "Frequently Asked Questions" section of the Las Vegas Casino site, they are told
that laws vary across jurisdictions regarding online wagering. LAS VEGAS CASINO,
INC., at http://www.casinoworld.com/faq.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2002). On the
casinoworld.com site, by clicking on the "Is wagering online legal?" heading, the
following is stated:
We operate in compliance with applicable local laws and licenses.
Since laws vary based on each player's specific location, whether or
not you should play depends upon the locale, which governs your
movement in the free world. For more information on the
legalities of gaming online in your jurisdiction, contact your local
officials. All players must be at least 18 years of age.
Id.
180. Macavinta, supra note 5.
181. Strow, supra note 15.
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Discover banned the use of their credit cards in cases where the
companies determine that the money would be sent to an online
gambling operation.
1S2
In December 2000, Wells Fargo Bank modified its Visa and
MasterCard credit agreements and completely banned the use of
its cards for online gambling. 3 Wachovia Bank "developed a
policy to decline Internet gambling charges" in late 1999 after
having several lawsuits filed against it by cardholders!" Bank of
America has a policy of denying authorization for any transaction
that is identified as an Internet gambling transaction according to
MasterCard and Visa coding requirements." :5 This policy is not
based on the legality or illegality of Internet gambling, because
there are problems defining the legal status of Internet gambling in
all jurisdictions.5 6 Bank of America based its decision on the
credit risk that the Internet gambling transactions pose. ' 7 BB&T
allows the use of its credit cards for any legal transaction.'
There are numerous problems in regard to banks and credit
card companies attempting to ban the use of their debit and credit
cards for Internet gambling purposes. First, if Internet gambling is
actually legal,' then the argument could be made that an
individual should be allowed to use his credit card to gamble on-
line since he would be participating in a legal activity. Second, the
policies issued by Visa and MasterCard that notify a potential
gambler that gambling might be illegal in the person's jurisdiction
will do little to deter someone from gambling over the Internet. It
is the gambler's responsibility to find out if he is located in a
jurisdiction where Internet gambling is illegal."") Those gambling
on-line are unlikely to take the time to find out this information.
Third, Internet gambling operators can circumvent the ban by
182. Schouten, supra note 80.
183. Strow, supra note 15.
184. Farmer Testimony, supra note 115.
185. Frumldn, supra note 117.
186. Id.
187. Id.
188. Sink, supra note 118.
189. See supra notes 27-34 and accompanying text. There is debate over this issue.
Id. There have been prosecutions against those who operate the gambling sites. Id.
However, the court in In re MasterCard stated that Internet gambling on games of
chance are not prohibited under the Wire Act. MasterCard, 132 F.Supp. 2d at 4SO;
see supra notes 39-43 and accompanying text.
190. See supra note 179 and accompanying text.
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fraudulently coding themselves as allowable merchants.'
Merchants have codes that identify what type of business they
are.1 92 When a customer makes a purchase or a transaction with a
credit card, the merchant seeks authorization electronically, and
the authorization process includes the merchant identifying
himself based on a code for his type of business. 93 Even if banks
and credit card companies have a policy of not allowing Internet
gambling transactions, the merchant can claim that he is operating
a legitimate business and in actuality be running an Internet
gambling site.' 94 This creates problems for those banks and credit
companies with policies that deny Internet gambling transactions.
Fraudulent merchant coding could lead such companies to issue
payment to the merchant who is actually an Internet gambling
operation. Some in the banking industry feel that this could leave
financial institutions "holding the bag" if they are not able to
collect the charges. 9 s VISA began auditing Internet casinos in late
2001 to attempt to uncover any fraudulent identification
procedures. 96 For these reasons banks and credit card companies
are fighting against legislation currently before Congress that will
ban the use of credit and debit cards for Internet gambling."9
The potential profit to those banks, especially on the
merchant side, that do allow for such transactions to occur should
be noted. 9 The number of banks and credit card companies that
ban the use of their cards for Internet gambling continues to
grow,"9 and thus the number of companies permitting their cards
to be used for gambling transactions continues to decline, though
their profit would seem to be rising since the profit of the industry
continues to rise.200 However, the problems addressed earlier in
regard to the possibility that an issuer bank will not be able to
recover gambling debts of a cardholder suggest that the
profitability of Internet gambling might depend on what side of
191. See Farmer Testimony, supra note 115; Frumkin, supra note 117.




196. See Credit Crisis, supra note 175, at C1.
197. See Farmer Testimony, supra note 115 and accompanying text.
198. See supra notes 25-26 and accompanying text.
199. See supra notes 175-88 and accompanying text.
200. See supra notes 25-26 and accompanying text.
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the credit card transaction (merchant versus issuer) a bank is
involved in?0
The actions taken by the credit card and banking industry
in recent years to deny the use of their cards for Internet gambling
transactions seems to be having some effect on the Internet
gambling industry.2  Revenue of some Internet gambling sites has
fallen thirty percent and the "liquidity crisis" has forced some
Internet gambling operations to go out of business."3
V. CONCLUSION
The Internet gambling industry is in its early stages of
development, yet it has grown into a multi-billion dollar industry
in a very short time."°4 Because of its infancy, it is a murky legal
industry and until Congress takes action, Internet gambling's
legality will remain uncertain." 5 There are two different types of
Internet gambling proposals currently before Congress. H.R.
3215, the bill that will directly outlaw Internet gambling, is aimed
at Internet gambling organizers, not at the person placing the
bet. 7 This bill would make Internet gambling a federal offense,
but it would not apply to states that have legalized Internet
gambling.0" The other proposal, H.R. 556, is aimed at hindering
the Internet gambling industry by banning the use of credit and
debit cards by online gambling businesses.-' The safe harbor
provision in the bill, however, will protect any innocent financial
institution that unknowingly allows a gambling charge to be
approved.210 S. 718 is very similar to H.R. 556, with the main
difference being that S. 718 is targeted at "financial institutions"
such as banks and credit card companies that "knowingly allow"
201. See supra notes 142-66. 173 and accompanying text.
202. See Credit Crisis, supra note 175, at Cl.
203. Id
204. See Richtel, supra note 14.
205. See supra notes 27-43 and accompanying text.
206. See Unlavwful Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act, H.R. 556, 107th
Cong. (2001); Amateur Sports Integrity Act. S. 718. 107th Cong. (2001); Combating
Illegal Gambling Reform and Modernization Act, H.R. 3215, 107th Cong. § 2 (2001).
207. See H.R. 3215.
203. Id.
209. See H.R. 556.
210. Id.
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for Internet gambling transactions to occur, while H.R. 556 is
aimed at those involved in the gambling business.)
H.R. 3215, the bill aimed at banning Internet gambling
completely, is certainly one way to deal with the problem of
Internet gambling. Making all forms of Internet gambling a
federal crime will benefit financial institutions because it will allow
them to ban the use of credit cards for such purposes without
worrying whether or not such a mandate abridges a cardholder's
rights. A flat out federal ban on Internet gambling could spell the
end of bankruptcies based on Internet gambling charges, since it
has been argued that one cannot intend to repay a charge for a
transaction that was illegal.21 2 Also, if cardholders are aware that
Internet gambling violates federal law and that their credit card
company does not allow for such transactions, then it would be
difficult for cardholders to claim that the credit card company was
involved with the Internet gambling operation, which was the
claim presented by the cardholder in Providian.1 3
However, there are problems with a ban on Internet
gambling. First, the problem addressed earlier in regard to
fraudulent coding by Internet gambling operators2 4 would likely
remain. Credit card companies would seem to be safe even if a
fraudulent coder manipulates the credit coding system as long as
that credit card company was unaware of the fraudulent coding. If
that fraudulent coder was paying a normal percentage fee of
around two percent, then it is unlikely that a credit card company
could be found to have had knowledge of such fraudulent activity.
However, if the Internet gambling site paid a higher percentage for
credit card transactions because of the high risk involved with
Internet gambling,2 5 then a bank might not be able to claim that it
had no knowledge of the actual business of the fraudulent site and
thus could be held in violation of the statute. Second, there is a
problem with regard to a federal ban on Internet gambling that
could affect the credit card industry in those states that might
legalize Internet gambling in the future. If a state legalized
Internet gambling and allowed its residents to gamble on-line
211. See supra notes 113-14 and accompanying text.
212. See supra note 165. But see supra note 166.
213. See Gold, supra note 1.
214. See supra notes 191-97 and accompanying text.
215. See supra notes 22-23 and accompanying text.
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using a credit card, then the credit card industry would most likely
be required to implement some system whereby it could determine
a cardholder's residence based on the credit card number being
entered on the website. Such a system would be costly to
implement, but higher costs to financial institutions were
considered a minimal concern to Congressman Leach, who
proposed H.R. 556.216
Attacking credit cards as a way to hinder the Internet
gambling industry, as H.R. 556217 and S. 7182' propose to do, will
likely do more harm than good. By banning the use of credit and
debit cards for "unlawful" Internet gambling, but not addressing
the actual current legal status of Internet gambling, these bills will
lead to confusion among credit card companies in regard to
whether or not it should authorize such a transaction in a state or
locality that has no specific law regarding Internet gambling. If a
state has specifically banned Internet gambling, as some states
have, 19 then either of these two bills would forbid the use of a
credit card by a resident of that state for Internet gambling
purposes. ° However, as discussed earlier, there is no consensus
over what the federal law currently forbids concerning Internet
gambling." Unless a federal ban were in place, this uncertainty
would most likely require credit card companies to implement
some system whereby it can detect the residence of a cardholder
based on a cardholders information entered on the website, as
discussed above." Furthermore, banning the use of credit cards
for Internet gambling is unlikely to affect the gambling industry
itself because of the other payment mechanisms available to those
who wish to gamble on-line.'
The best way to deal with Internet gambling would be to
regulate the industry, an idea proposed by Sebastian Sinclair in his
testimony before Congress on H.R. 556.2 This would allow for
216. See supra notes 119-20.
217. See Unlaful Internet Gambling Funding Prohibition Act, H.R 556, 107th
Cong. (2001).
218. See Amateur Sports Integrity Act, S. 718, 107th Cong. (2001).
219. See supra notes 72-82 and accompanying text.
220. See H.R. 556; S. 718.
22L See supra notes 49-51 and accompanying text.
222- See supra note 216 and accompanying text.
223. See Sinclair Testimony, supra note 126 and accompanying text.
224. Id
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currently licensed gambling companies in the United States
(mostly Nevada) to operate licensed Internet gambling sites,
providing both jobs and tax revenue."' Such a regulated industry
would lead those who gamble on-line to use the regulated
companies because a consumer could trust the company it was
betting with and could feel secure in providing its credit card
number.226
The status of Internet gambling is anything but certain, yet
it is an industry that is extremely inviting to banks and credit card
companies, especially those on the merchant side of the business,
because of the enormous revenue produced.227 That uncertainty,
coupled with the fact that many states hold that gambling debts
cannot be enforced, is persuading many in the banking and credit
card industries to ban the use of debit and credit cards for Internet
gambling transactions.228 If any of the bills discussed previously
were to become law, the Internet gambling policies of financial
institutions are certain to change. Those who currently allow such
transactions to be processed should take a hard look at their
Internet gambling policies.
JON PATTERSON
225. See id. (discussing the regulatory issues involved in Internet gambling).
226. Id.
227. See supra notes 24-26 and accompanying text.
228. See supra notes 174-88 and accompanying text.
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